Your first step
to clean air
A cost-efficient, well-maintained and healthy home.

The World’s Most
Comprehensive
Air Monitor
Win the invisible war against pollutants floating around
your home or office space. Only uHoo’s air quality monitor
provides a fully comprehensive analysis of the air quality
in your space by measuring indoor temperature, humidity,
dust, toxins, nitrogen dioxide, carbon dioxide, ozone, air
pressure, and more.

Reclaim your
Personal space
Don’t take asthma and allergies for granted. These
conditions are most likely caused by invisible irritants
and pollutants in your personal space that uHoo can
detect. Results are displayed real-time on the uHoo app
with tips on how to drastically improve your overall mood.

Knowing is
Half the Battle

Monitor air quality even when miles away. uHoo syncs
with Alexa, Google assistant and IFTTT-compatible
devices such as Nest and Roomba. With uHoo as the
brain that handles air quality, it can perform tasks such as
scheduled cleanings to 24/7 climate control for your smart
home.

Seamless
Connection
With uHoo, advanced technology is simpler than ever.
Out of the box, simply plug in the device, connect to the
WiFi network, and immediately receive round-the-clock
feedback through 9 precisely calibrated sensors
displayed on the mobile app. The uHoo app is available on
both iOS and Android.

Elegant Design
About the same size as a tumbler or a small planter,
uHoo easily doubles as a sleek piece of home or office decor.

Sophisticated
Technology
Stay powered and protected with uHoo’s highperformance ARM-based processor and 128-bit
AES encryption via SSL.

Make the invisible visible
The uHoo mobile app has all the tools needed to track air quality
in order to make informed decisions about the indoor climate.
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patent pending virus index grades how suitable your home/office
is for viruses to survive
Personalized tips on how to best improve your air
Data insights on activity, habits, and progress
Room-to-room monitoring
Customized alerts
Data sharing with family and friends
Improved health and well-being
Higher productivity and less fatigue
Less asthma and allergy attacks
And many more!

Winning the invisible
war against indoor
pollution
The smartest spaces have one thing in common - clean, breathable air.
Experience benefits such as:
•
•
•
•

Improved respiratory health and overall well-being
Productive work environment
Cost-efficient energy expenditure
And many more!
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Create a healthy home and workplace.
Get in touch with us today!
• hello@getuhoo.com
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